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Page 99, Table 1, in heading "arid" should be "acid."

Page 139, lines 4 and 5, insert "do not" between the words "fibers" and "differ."


Page 142, third line from bottom, "4.12" should be "6.12;" second line from bottom, "10.12" should be "12.12;" "20.12" should be "22.12," "40.12" should be "42.12," and "160.12" should be "162.12."

Page 184, Figure 2, fourth line in legend, "1900" should be "90."

Page 188, Figure 3, fourth line in legend, "585" should be "385."

Page 189, fifth line from bottom, insert "the drop" between the words "in" and "one;" fourth line from bottom, delete "the drop."

Page 190, line 17, "the second" should be "other."

Page 200, line 6, "P=0.01" should be "P<0.01."

Page 201, line 17, "the same" should be "serial."

Page 255, fifteenth line from bottom, insert "sandy" between the words "in" and "soil;" thirteenth line from bottom, insert "the" between the words "between" and "soil," add "s" to "moistures," and insert "tested" between the words "moistures" and "longevity."

Page 288, lines 9, 24, 28, and 30, "she" should be "he."

Page 367, Table 1, it should be indicated that the species Microbracon gelechiae (Ashm.) was bred from L. molestza by the writer.

Page 448, nineteenth line from bottom, "n. vorax" should be "n. ferox."

Page 450, nineteenth line from bottom, "brachyurus De Man (4), 1884" should be "brachyurus de Man (4) 1880."

Page 480, footnote 5, page 482, should be on page 480. It refers to "tuber-line" in line 17.

Page 483, Table 2, column 1, δ should be omitted after "(A)δ;" column 2, "1.6" should be "81.6."

Page 496, Figure 4, first line in legend, "recovery" should be "production."

Page 497, Figure 5, first line in legend, "recovery" should be "production."

Page 513, sixth line from bottom, "inoculation" should be "isolation."

Page 567, Table 3, forty-seventh scientific name, "Viola conandens" should be "Viola canadensis.

Page 578, line 7, "inhabit" should be "inhabits."

Page 691, fourth line from bottom, insert comma after "that" and delete comma after "probably."

Page 774, sixth line from bottom, "the exceptions" should be "the exceptions."

Page 778, line 21, "r=0.10 to 0.50" should be "r=0.10 to 0.80."

Page 779, line 2, "r=304Δ−tsλK" should be "r=304Δ−tsλK."

Page 781, line 13, "r=ROC>rRΔ" should be "r=ROC>rRΔ."

Page 821, line 2, "organic" should be "inorganic."

Page 850, line 21, after the word "important" add the following, "since plants take the disease from infected soil and."

Page 874, Table 2, under "Name," "McCullock" should be "McCulloch."

Page 879, Figure 7, third line of legend, and third line from bottom of page, "McCullock" should be "McCulloch."
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